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Painting with sound

MARKO BATISTA

The first projects that used computers and electronics for their
artistic expression and that I encountered in the gallery environment were musical projects in which artists, in the manner of the
early 1990s, explored the possibilities that arose when electronic
instruments and laptops became generally available and more reasonably priced. It is not a coincidence that their early explorations
of sound and electronic musical potentials first appeared in gallery
spaces and not in concert halls, for traditional audiences were
replaced by visitors who followed sound explorations up close, in
a participatory and sometimes even interactive manner. It is also
obvious that gallery audiences, accustomed to visual attractions
and interactions between performers and audiences, possessed the
most suitable sensibility for new explorations. The mixing of presentational techniques, in which artists put video and audio on a
par, also implies unusual, hybrid dramaturgical elements, which
establish artistic events as total artworks, which we perceive with
all our senses. Thus, sound and sonic experiences are no longer
described solely with the terms that are typical of musical art
(e.g. melody, rhythm, musical form, harmony, tonality…); rather,
they are described with the terms that also derive from visual and
performative arts (e.g. texture, stroke, soundscape, responsiveness
interactivity…). As a result, artists who come from fine and performative arts and who use their visual intelligence to interpret
sound material – in a way that is specifically different from that
of the artists whose background is music – entered the field of
music and exploration.
The legitimacy of using the material of visual arts as the raw stuff
for designing sound derives from the modernist musical practice,
which lessened the limitations of the traditional musical notations
by introducing drawn and painted scores; in so doing, it encouraged the performers to interpret the more or less linear musical
8
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notations. To understand this music, which demanded from its
audiences/visitors a completely different sensory experience, one
needed a combination of visual and musical intelligence. With
the emergence of concrete music (musique concrete) in the 1950s,
the presence of specially designed instruments, machines and
spatial installations led audiences into the world of sound (and
into an awareness of its absence) that had not been experienced
before. The modernist aesthetic experience and the structuralist
and poststructuralist aesthetic paradigm extended the field of
sonority into the sensitivity of sonic, optical and haptic experiences, which radically marked the development of music, the
music industry and the musical entertainment industry as we
know them today.
The physicality of far-too-loud sound, which we experienced in
the eighties at the so-called alternative music and hardcore concerts, was regenerated in the nineties in the physicality of digital
noise hardcore, introduced in its most genuine form in Ljubljana by Atari Teenage Riot and Shizuo. The Slovenian version of
noise hardcore appeared in the nineties with the multidisciplinary
group of ten artists KLON:ART:RESISTANCE, which doubled
its massive sound images with visualisations. As regards the genre,
the latter derived from the MTV media logic, whereas regarding
the content, they subverted the sliminess of the likeable televisual
aesthetics of sound videos with difficult scenes and aggressively
invasive editing, video noise and large-format projections. The
cyberpunk aesthetics and geeky engagement usually drowned the
artistic effect; however, in so doing, they pointed out the need for
generational differentiation and a space for artistic activity whose
politics problematises the middle-class understanding of art and
the social role of aesthetics in general.
9
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Several years after the klonart era and after having successfully
completed his Master’s degree in fine arts at Central Saint Martins
in London (2007), Batista returns to explorations of sound, which
are usually closely related to design and manufacture of new, as
yet non-existent instruments. His explorations of sound from the
project Res://:Data (2005) onwards establish a hardware environment, which has the status of a thesis that needs to be verified.1
The established hardware environment makes it possible, time
and again, to explore anew the sound possibilities, which are thus
dependent on the space in which the environment is established

Marko Batista, Error Trash v. 1.3, 2008
1 The formation of the thesis stems from various technological solutions, ideological obstructions in applied
technique, cultural phenomena and various user experiences, which the author problematises in his work.
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as well as on the authors who use the system and the audiences
who witness the event. These “instruments” make possible open
sound compositions, whose display enables an insight into the
phenomenology of sonority that we hear, the material/equipment
that produces it, and the source of the signal that the instrument
produces or captures from a thematised source. Because of the
display of the production of sensory experience, all elements that
the author has integrated into the system are meaningful and
they need to be appreciated in all their symbolic and imaginary
dimensions. Namely, it is not irrelevant, for instance, whether the
captured TV signal has been prepared in advance or is being captured “live”, or whether it has been captured within the analogical
range or within the digital one.2
Let’s consider the case of the audiovisual (AV) performance Error Trash (2008). In this sound exploration, Batista captures the
digital televisual signal, which otherwise travels through various
tele-communicational connections, in a wireless mode and then
again through a series of cable networks, immediately before it is
“caught” in the decoder, which decodes the signal and thus prepares it for presentation on the TV screen. The video signal that
has not been ordered by the decoder3 is fragmented into packages
that travel through the network; if we screen this signal without
the decoder, we see a heavily distorted image, which jumps and
flickers, gets scrambled and clears up again; yet, it still allows an
impression about the image that should appear clear on screen.
This contrast between the expected video image and the crude,
scrambled image point to a significant locus, that is, to the device
2 On the one hand, knowing these facts is significant because of the user experience and the culture of adapters
in which we live today, for the majority of high technology is distributed through multinational corporate agents;
on the other hand, the artists themselves differ from one another in terms of the primary material that they
use and in terms of the mode in which they use technology, so that some knowledge about the basics of highly
mediatised culture is almost obligatory to understand their artistic work.
3 Batista captures the signal before the video decoder; that is, he is not using the latter at all in the performance.
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Marko Batista, Hybrid Audio-Mechanical Machines, Kapelica Gallery, Ljubljana, 2010, Photo: Miha Fras

(the decoder) that decodes and mediates the signal. This device
is obviously crucial for manipulating the video signal; it is so
powerful that it transforms hardly intelligible or missing video
information into a precise image that the sender wants to broadcast. It is perfectly clear that the possibilities for manipulating
the content are limitless for those senders that might be interested
in this.
In the project Error Trash, deconstruction of the televisual protocol
is doubled in the sound image, which is interested precisely in the
disorganised and false signals, unusual cadences and peaks, which
are not manipulated by the author, but rather by the reality of
lacking tele-mediated signals. Nevertheless, the causal connection
12
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of the scrambled image and the acoustics of errors generate an
audiovisual experience that can be – less explicitly – encountered
anywhere where tele-communicational media are used. This is
the origin of the so-called glitch aesthetics, in which breakdowns,
errors and deficient manifestation of signals are already integrated
into the user experience and the awareness of the management
of the tele-communicational network is triggered every time the
image or sound starts flickering.
In projects under the joint title Temporary Objects and Hybrid Ambients 2008–2010 [Začasni objekti in hibridni prostori 2008–2010,
Batista himself constructs electro-mechanical interfaces, that is,
instruments with which he captures signals and/or sounds. In the
project Hybrid Sound-Mechanical Machines [Hibridne zvočno-mehanične mašine], the source of impulses are neon lights, which
pulsate in random intervals with characteristically irritating flashes. The utterly unpredictable triggering of signals is captured by
a MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) signal converter,
which transforms electrical impulses into precisely determined
electronic ones and thus triggers in the computer the synthesis
of various sound modules and, at the same time, modulates the
minimalist mesh in the video projection, which helps us understand what is happening in the analogico-digital bowels of the
instrument. In this interesting audiovisual event, Batista combines
the highly aestheticised appearance of audiovisual techno minimalism and the depressing and irritating light cliché of corruptly
flashing neon lights, which is used in the cinematic vocabulary,
for instance, as the matrix for representing an utterly degraded,
dilapidated or underground milieu. In this performance, we thus
witness a schizophrenic contact of two realities, which co-exist in
the contemporary urban environment, yet, always in a conflicting
and polarised manner.
13

Batista thematises the gradual civilisational disappearance of
analogical adapters in another couple of audiovisual events, in
which he establishes electro-mechanical adapters, where an instrument-event emerges precisely at the conjunction of the analogical and the digital, like in the project Error Trash, in which
the impulses were captured without an analogico-digital (AD)
converter. While in the latter project the AD converter was present by being absent from the production of sound and image, the
projects Magnetic Matrix 3.1 and H220 focus precisely on the
formalised contact between the analogical and the digital. This
contact is enabled by the author’s interference, which intervenes
into an idle and apparently harmonious environment as an intrusive, erroneous intervention. Magnetic Matrix 3.1 consists of
an image-like pool filled with ferrofluid that is sensitive to the
magnets that are moved along the back wall of the pool by the
authors. The graphic effects produced by the clouds of ferrofluid
are registered by the eye of the camera, which is connected to
the computer programme for tracing movements, which generates digitally synthesised sound in the computer. Throughout
the sound event, the authors, who manipulate the remarkably
imprecise adapter, strive for the establishment of a causal triggering of sounds and thus produce dramaturgical tension, which
hovers between live image and sound. In contrast to Roman
Kirchner’s project Maelstorm, in which an identical construction
is used merely to produce graphic effects generated by the pre-programmed magnets in the hidden background of the mechanical
image, Batista in collaboration with Nataša Muševič uses the
construction as a dynamic adapter, which makes it possible for
the users and the spectators to grasp the laws of the electronic
devices’ fuzzy logic and thus to detect the machines’ artificial
liveness and imaginary metaphysics.
14

Marko Batista, H220, Simulaker Gallery, Novo mesto, 2010

The contrast between a general idea about the precision and infallibility of electronics, the binary code and its quantifiable results
as well as its errors, waste, lack, clouds, etc., is also the theme of
the project H220, in which the adapter consists of a perfectly
stable network of resistances and diodes, which the author, by
touching them, forces into interferences and, consequently, into
the production of sound and video image, which thus loses its
technical sterility and is revived in the sphere of the author’s and
the visitors’ interpretations. The spatial set-up of the loudspeakers
forces the visitors into a spatial experience, in which the sound
information is never whole in any of the possible positions in space;
rather, it is always partial, audible only to the closest listener and
inaudible to the listener on the other side of the space. Thus the
15

Marko Batista, H220, detail, 2010,
Photo: M.B.
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Nataša Mušević and Marko Batista, Magnetic Matrix 3.1, Kapelica Gallery, Ljubljana, 2010

listener or the visitor of this audiovisual ambient, which is spread
throughout the entire gallery space, becomes a completely autonomous interpreter of the artistic event. The artwork is exhibited
and particularised to the extent that it becomes impossible to
talk about it as a whole, as a musical piece or a video work, not
even as a concert. In H220, what we are dealing with is closest
to an invitation to an audiovisual exploration, in which no final
18
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Photo: Primož Juvan

result is anticipated, only a participatory process of discovering
sound material, understanding space and the choreography of the
performer(s) and the visitor(s), who move physically through the
audiovisual space/scape.
In his more recent installations, the author radicalises the relationship to sound by composing it and determining its position
19
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in space. In doing so, he shifts the focus from electronic and electrochemical processes to sound as object. In the Chem:Sys:Reactor
project, the orientation of the tubes and the loudspeakers, from
which sound vibrations emanate, is such that sound acquires a
precise disposition in space and it assumes a precisely determined
relation to space. Thus, each set-up in each different room is different from the preceding one, for it is with the turning of the tubes,
that is, with the directing of sound, that the sound formation and
the sound experience in space is organised. Thereby, the visitor is
no longer focused only on the source of sound, on the pulsating
instrument, but rather on the sound information in space, which
can be comprehended by moving around through the space. In this
case, the space is not just anonymous volume; rather, with its architectonics, it has become a part of an eclectic instrument. In the
Optolyth project, the materiality of the sound source is withdrawn
onto the second plane and the relationship to sound is brought
nearly to the level of audiophile obsession, for the chassis of the
loudspeakers are designed in such a way that their trumpet-like
form traces the ideal emanation of sound vibrations. Considering
that the source of sound are entropic high-voltage generators and
the sound that we are listening to is far from harmonious canons,
the fetishisation of sound – as the material that Batista uses for
his creativity – is all the more present.
At this point, we might venture upon a comprehensive reflection on his creativity in the past five or six years, that is, since
Batista has started planning situations in which he treats sound
as phenomenon and material. We are thinking, above all, about
his spatial sound installations rather than about his audiovisual
performances and concerts, which are usually derived from larger
spatial realisations. In a way, the retrospective of his projects at
Koroška galerija likovnih umetnosti (KGLU), too, refers to the
20
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Marko Batista, Chem:Sys:Reactor, Aksioma | Project Space, Ljubljana, 2012, Photo: Janez Janša
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possibility of a panoramic look at the presented series of projects,
which are not linked directly and which have not been laid out
as if the original installations were transferred from other gallery
spaces, nor are they presented in chronological order. Regardless
of the fact that the exhibition does not present his entire opus
or a meaningful summary of some sort, we can still follow with
quite some precision the thread that has developed through the
described projects.
A significant thread traverses four registers of exploring sonority,
in which the author was first interested in the material properties
of electronic and electric components (Error Trash); next, the
supplying of chemical processes and electromagnetic components
with loudspeakers (Magnetic Matrix 3.1, Hybrid Audio-Mechanical
Machines and Bentronix) shifted the focus to chemical processuality, in which we are confronted with the difference between
the temporality of chemical effects and the temporality of sound
triggered by these mechanical processes. In the third register, the
focus of the sound event shifts from the instrument or the source
of sound to the soundscape, in which the visitor is immersed
in the acoustic mass, which fills the space amorphously (H220
and, partly, Optolyth), while in the fourth register, the precisely
determined dispositions of sound organise the space and guide it
into an integral spatial work of art in which all these elements,
which the author has been exploring in his projects, construct
(Chem:Sys:Reactor) the artistic experience, which does not rely on
the author’s virtuosity but rather on his in-depth understanding of
the materiality of sound and the psychophysical effects of acoustic
perception.
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Marko Batista, Chem:Sys:Reactor, Aksioma | Project Space, Ljubljana, 2012, Photo: Janez Janša
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Marko Batista, Optolit,
The Old Power Station, Ljubljana, 2013
Photo: Miha Fras
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Marko Batista, Optolit,
The Old Power Station, Ljubljana, 2013
Photo: Miha Fras
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Marko Batista and Boštjan Čadež, Timing Diagrams,
Lumina Festival, Cascais, 2014
Marko
Photo:Batista,
Lina RicaChem:Sys:Reaktor,20xx
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Marko Batista and Boštjan Čadež, Timing Diagrams
Pogon Jedinstvo, Zagreb, 2012
Photo: Sara B. Moritz
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The fluid space of inscription of artwork,
postproduction and assemblages

MARKO BATISTA

Marko Batista works at the intersection of science and art, in the
intermediate space that brings together two different modes of
thinking, two complementary principles of understanding and
interpreting the world. Generally speaking, I could argue that
the scientific approach is focused primarily on rational methods,
functions that lead to new conclusions and findings, to understanding the world through categorisation, while within the field
of art the approach is totally different. Art has always intervened
in various spheres and tried to reconcile the irreconcilable; it is
characteristic of art that it destabilises the established world view,
disrupts accepted codes and enables new readings. It is precisely in
this bringing together of two different fields, science and art, that
the potential of Marko Batista’s work is reflected. The artist traces
a similar logic of creating tension between the field of art and that
of science at the level of approaching the problems he is dealing
with as well as at the level of the very production of artworks and
their links to space–location.
In this text, I will analyse Marko Batista’s works by situating
his artistic practice in a broader context and by pointing to two
central issues: on the one hand, the question of the point of reference1 to which an artwork refers and which determines it, and on
the other hand, the shift of this reference point to other various
fields. First, I will consider his work from the perspective of laying
out the relationship between the artwork and technology, and I
will point out the paradigmatic social changes in relation to the
artwork and in relation to technology. Using the principle of the
artist’s labour, I will then introduce the notion of postproduction 2
as a contemporary artistic practice, which introduces the principle
of fluidity into labour. As a result, I will consider Batista’s work
1 The point of reference is the space of the inscription of the object. For more on this issue, see Rado Riha,
“Umetnostna praksa Jožeta Baršija ali kaj ima umetnostni objekt opraviti z razsodno močjo?”, in: Jože Barši,
Moderna galerija, Ljubljana, 2013, pp. 450–457.
2 For more on the concept of postproduction, see Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, Les presses du reel,
Dijon, 1998, and Postproduction: Culture as Screenplay, Lukas & Sternberg, New York, 2005.
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as an assemblage, as a cluster of elements whose function is not
static and that changes also with regard to the fluidity of the space
of inscription.
In the context of contemporary society, which is no longer the
society of the historically new, for, in post-history, new is no longer
possible the way it used to be in the past – it seems that, accordingly, the question of the new and the original associated with it
has become even more important; even more, the constant search
for the new points to the symptomatic relation of society to that
which it has lost.3 Thus, nowadays, when unremitting and accelerating technological innovation has become part of the individual’s reality, the desire for the new and unique manifests itself as
social lack – the constant presence of the new means precisely
that the new no longer exists. As a consequence, contemporary
artworks are caught in this lack of society, they incorporate it and
reproduce it continuously. Due to the postmodern end of history,
the new has been redefined and it can no longer be understood
in relation to referencing various periods (for example, the new
in relation to the old); rather, the point of reference can move to
other fields – through this shift, the concept of “the new” comes
close to the concept of “the other” – of something that is inherently
different. In his essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction”,4 Walter Benjamin talks about the loss of the aura
of the work of art. Benjamin ascribes the reason for this change to
technological development for, as a consequence of the possibility of reproducing works of art, the original disappears. Namely,
through the new possibilities associated with technology and the
accessibility resulting from these possibilities, the work of art is
increasingly losing its primary ritual role, the role that used to
3 As a result, postmodernism meant the disintegration of historical time. Namely, temporal successiveness is the
precondition for the historical new; when the development of society is no longer linear, the question of the new
becomes problematic.
4 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, in: Walter Benjamin, Illuminations,
Pimlico, London, 1999, pp. 211–244.
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separate it from everyday life and mark it as different. As a consequence, art is becoming increasingly “ordinary” and getting closer
to man, adapted to man.5 Since art has lost its ritual role, thanks
to which it used to be different from everyday life, it has lost its
reference point in something outside life and it has started referring directly to life – its point of reference has become life itself.
Despite the continuing relevance of his description of the change
of status of the work of art in the aforementioned essay, which
Benjamin wrote in 1936, I can now, also based on Benjamin’s
observations, talk about a further change in the role of the artwork – from the point of view of the relation between technology
and the work of art as well as from the perspective of the relation
between society and the work of art and the further shift of the
reference point of art from everyday life to other fields.
With the very first technologically produced works of art 6 – photographs – the work of art existed independently of technology
after its creation. In this case, technology was only used to produce
the work of art. To view a photograph, no additional technical
equipment was needed; in this sense, unlimited reproduction of
photography was possible. However, after two centuries of technological development and the continuous emergence of new art
forms associated with technology, we can observe a gradual process in which technology is becoming increasingly integrated into
the very work of art. Without proper technological equipment,
video and film not only cannot be produced but also, in contrast
to photography, cannot even be viewed – without technology,
video and film do not even exist. With film and video, initially,
there existed material indices of the work of art in the form of
film stock or various other magnetic media; however, the process
of digitalisation is rendering these material traces of artworks in5 Boris Groys, “On the New”, in: Boris Groys, Art Power, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 2008, pp. 23–42.
6 The subsequent analysis is limited to artworks whose production is bound to technology.
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creasingly obsolete. Therefore, the general observation is that the
technological work of art is progressively immaterial, that it exists
increasingly in the field of the virtual, which is here conceived of
in a broader context.
Considering the process of the loss of autonomy of art in relation
to technology, I can conclude that the point of reference – which,
at a certain moment, existed in technology in the case of technologically produced works of art – is moving progressively into the
field of the virtual with the convergence of technology and art.
In parallel with the gradual dematerialisation of art, I would like
to highlight yet another process. Regis Debray7 writes about the
slow transformation of cultural specificities, which are basically
local, and about the rapid spread of technological changes or innovations, which recognise no limits and are essentially global. This
divergence manifests itself as a phase difference of sorts, a delay
within which we can search for the reason for misunderstanding
technology, which, however, affects the way we perceive the world.
Yet, because of the described divergence, and with society catching
up with the technological development, people have become more
vulnerable to the manipulation and, therefore, also mythologisation
and even mystification of technology. Žižek writes about technology being attributed magical powers, that it is increasingly less
intelligible, that technological innovations transpire too rapidly,
and people are no longer capable of adaptation and a “cognitive
mapping” of the world.8 The complexity of the processes within
microchips and electronic circuits in relation to software tools,
which represent the media world that surrounds us, prevents us
from understanding technology as a product that has evolved
from our own knowledge. Increasingly, this knowledge and the
understanding of complex technological processes are becoming
7 Regis Debray, Einführung in die Mediologie, Haupt Verlag, Bern, 2003.
8 Slavoj Žižek, “Against the Digital Heresy”, in: Slavoj Žižek, On Belief, Routledge, London, 2001, p. 12.
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the domain of individuals, the domain of the particular and very
in-depth studies of scientists, who are familiar with specific segments of functioning, but not with the whole. In society, this is
reflected in the specialisation of professions and know-how. This
retreat of technology from man establishes a break, an empty space,
onto which the magical properties of technology can be projected.
Boris Groys writes about the suspiciousness of media and he argues
that suspicion about the medium as such is its constitutive part.9
When art unites with technology, we may witness the phenomenon of art regaining some of its ritual role through technology.
Through its unintelligibility and complexity, technology has drawn
art away from life, in a way that has made art not only the result
of the artist’s labour but also a technologically produced artefact.
Here, the space of the inscription of artwork in a ritual in the field
of myth opens up again.
And yet, despite the present-day inability to ignore the fact that
technology has left an indelible mark on art, we can also observe
among contemporary artworks – which were not only made by
dint of technology but have also incorporated technology as their
integral part – examples of retreat from absolute virtuality, examples of works that do not take technology for granted but rather
thematise it. In these works – and I rank Marko Batista’s works
among them – technology is used in a way that indicates the
emergence of the fluidity of points of reference.
In contrast to digital artworks, which exist only in the virtual world
and whose only “reality” is the binary code, Marko Batista’s works
draw attention to the medium as such – technology. His works are
not concerned primarily with highlighting the meaning of digitally
generated images, but rather with pointing out, on the one hand,
9 “Of course, today’s dominant media-theoretical discourse claims that the medial play of signs takes place only
on the medial surface, meaning that the signs themselves remain hidden in this play and thus give rise to the
suspicion that behind them lies a submedial, concealed, ‘other’ space in which a secretive manipulator may
exist.” Boris Groys, On Suspicion: A Phenomenology of Media, Columbia University Press, New York, 2000, p. 37.
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technology as the carrier of the message and, on the other hand,
technology as content. This approach may seem somewhat archaic
and reminiscent of the pioneers of art movements whose work was
characterised by experimentation with the very technological processes, such as the members of the Fluxus movement, Nam June
Paik and the Vasulkas with their video medium. Since the pioneers
of technological art were probing the limits of the medium within
its own functionality, by looking for modes of expression through
technology that was new at the time, and based their work on the
yet uncharted fields of perception, we can argue that their primary
point of reference resided within the technological; in contrast,
Batista’s works, which seem markedly material in the age of global
digitalisation, call for reflection on technology and its impact on
society. Of course, on the one hand, this again concerns testing
the modes of perception, however, with a partly inherent critique
of the social relationship to technology as self-evident and to media
reality as the only reality that contemporary society is capable of
grasping. I can maintain that the beginnings of technological art
presupposed openness of systems and experimenting with them;
with Batista’s works, it’s just the opposite, as they draw attention
to the need for openness and, in so doing, point to the reticence
of contemporary technologies.
If, in the past, artists were driven by fascination with new technological innovations, in the case of Marko Batista, we can highlight
the desire to expose technology. For this reason, Marko Batista’s
work is important also in the sense of demystifying technology
and opening technological processes that lead to the generation
of sound or light in his works. Chemical reactions and electromagnetic radiation as well as the effects of these processes are
components of his installations. Using software tools, the artist
browses through digital trash and, in contrast to the spectators’
expectation that they would once again see media-aestheticised
39
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images produced by technology, he extracts images of digital noise
and searches for errors.10 In so doing, Batista achieves something
interesting. Somehow, the artist exposes technology as inaccurate,
and the technological systems as incomplete, not predictable, open.
With Batista, the principle of creating, or better, the principle
of establishing works of art is tied to assembling and combining
certain elements, to their interdependence on the one hand and
to the specificity of space inhabited by his work on the other. The
principle with which we can describe the artist’s mode of working
is postproduction. As an artist, Marko Batista can be recognised
instantaneously in two central figures, which Bourriaud relates to
contemporary popular culture – DJ and programmer;11 namely,
the artist uses pre-existent elements and components, in Batista’s
case technological elements, which are combined into new relations
which, as a consequence, represent systems in their own specificity,
which is evident in both their visual as well as acoustic appearance.
By using pre-existent elements, Batista creates artworks according to the principle of remix; they are not meant to produce new
images but rather to explore processually new readings of both
technology and art. Bourriaud describes contemporary artists as
“semionauts” – which means that contemporary artists search for
new pathways through signs. By combining different technological
elements, Batista thus creates the so-called open systems that, on
the one hand, expose the entrails of technology – that is to say, his
works are based on low-tech components, which the artist himself,
too, rearranges and recombines through different versions of his
installations – while on the other hand, using this principle of
postproduction, he enhances their complexity.
In addition to various combinations of elements within the system,
10 Error Trash, see p. 10.
11 “… computer science put forward the notion of program, that inflect the approach of some artist’s way of
working. An artist’s artwork thus acquires the status of an ensemble of units to be re-activated by the beholdermanipulator.” Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, op. cit., p. 20.
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the artist enhances the complexity of the system also by introducing the unknown into the work, be it a concentrated solution of
blue vitriol, which is not entirely under control, or the very physical
properties of the tube through which radiation travels while being
intercepted by the receptors that produce sound.12 In some works,
however, the unknown enters the system from the environment
when the system intercepts the electromagnetic radiation emitted
by specific objects as well as the human body, if the latter is present
in the ambient.13 Because of the introduction of the unknown into
the system, the result, that is, the performance of the system, is no
longer entirely predictable. Hence, the artist does not determine
the equilibrium of the system; rather, the system finds it itself. But
the systems as such and their functioning can also be understood
as metaphors. When dealing with a system that alternates between
control and chaos, its properties and dynamics can be applied to
the society marked by a similar dynamics.
Batista’s works are characterised by the fact that technological
reproduction of the work of art is no longer separated temporally from the existence of the work, which means that the artwork is reproduced by means of technology in real time, hence,
the very concept of reproducibility of artworks changes as well.
Marko Batista’s works cannot be reproduced and they are close
to performative practices, which are bound to specific spaces and
temporal intervals. While, indeed, the artist can assemble anew
the same technical elements time and again, the work can never
be the same, because of the space in which the installation takes
place and because of its acoustic properties.
In the text above, I described some specific reference points on the
basis of which we can interpret Marko Batista’s work; now, however, it is important to highlight the relations among these points.
12 Chem:Sys:Reactor, see pp. 19, 44, 45, 46, 47, and Siphon:Sys:Apparatus, see pp. 60-61.
13 H220, see pp. 13, 14, 15, 62, 63.
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I have already mentioned the phenomenon of fluidity of reference
points, which I will now describe in relation to assemblage.
At first, Marko Batista’s work existed outside the museum, as an
artist’s performative practice. The condition for his work being
able to exist outside the museum and still be recognised as a work
of art is a group of reference points into which it inscribes itself.
Batista’s work is thus established via reference points in technology,
everyday life, ritual and the virtual… The fluidity of these reference points manifests itself precisely in the possibility of different
readings of his works. The latter can be read in various ways; they
inscribe themselves into everyday life vie different elements and
the principle of DIY14, and at the same time, they move away from
life by dint of their existence in the museum.
Assemblage15 represents a set of heterogeneous entities, which enter
into relations. In contrast to systems, which are marked by internal
links only, assemblages are marked by exteriority and tied to a
certain space, within which they establish themselves. This means
that, in principle, the very construction of assemblages is more
complex by far than, for instance, the construction of organic
systems, for individual elements that are part of a system can be
extracted from this system and integrated into another, different
system. Assemblages can be linked into very heterogeneous systems, while the composing of elements as such can be related to
the principle of remix in the already mentioned work of Batista’s.
The artist works according to the principle that elements within a
particular system should be swapped and rearranged in the next
setting up of the work – they become part of another assemblage
(the exhibition Open Systems, Hybrid Ambients, KGLU). Such
artworks are also very difficult, if not impossible, to museify, for
14 DIY stands for Do-It-Yourself, which denotes the method of producing things without professional help. In
contrast to the term amateur(ish) with its pejorative overtones, the term DIY implies predominantly positive
connotations.
15 See Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Minneapolis and
London, University of Minnesota Press, 1987.
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instability is linked to their very existence. They can be exhibited
in a museum for a certain period of time; however, they cannot
be housed in the museum and, as a consequence, such works can
be understood only in relation to a specific space. Marko Batista’s
artworks are not static; like the fluid space of their inscription,
they can only exist in eternal process.
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MicroRobotic machines, as Marko Batista calls his responsive systems, are environments in which electronic, digital, mechanical and
chemical processes become audible and visible. They are directed
towards exploring acoustic localisation and the arrangement of
sound in space, with which they regulate the perceptual spectrum,
they choreograph the movement of the listeners in space, and they
construct immersive, aesthetic ambients. They are based on various research tasks, which are grounded in the field of electronics,
physics or rather acoustics, chemistry and nanoparticles, and other
natural sciences. The machines produce practical conditions for
the exploration of the phenomenology of sound and perception.
The audio-visual abstractions, which have no fixed or anticipated
point of origin, are issued from all directions as if in an unpredictable neuronal data network. Using various techniques of directing
sound, arranging loudspeakers in space (H220), coils (Optolyth/
Optolit), nozzles (Chem:Sys:Reactor), they shape the perceptual
network topologically. Sound vibration, drone and noise are the
outputs to which Batista aims.1 In so doing, he weaves – deliberately or inadvertently – a complex web of technological, aesthetic,
cultural and socio-political materials, which, after all, physically
or conceptually, form the framework and the tools for expressing
atonal sound. I will discuss three aspects of these materials, which
produce meanings: dynamic systems and glitches, the role of the
body and organism in producing noise, and the techno-sublime
in DIY electronics. These aspects of Batista’s work are inherent to
the ways the machines are built and, perhaps, they diverge from
the artist’s direct intentions regarding the conception and the construction of individual works.

1 Based on the sound recording of a conversation in the artist’s studio on 27 June 2012.
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Dynamic systems: Glitches for the love of machines and drones
Technical media confront the production of noise, or rather the relation between the sound signal and drone, as data passes through
physical channels and emits drones, for the signal must travel a certain
distance in order to be heard. With analogue media, it is produced,
for instance, by the scratching of the gramophone needle on the
surface of the record2 or by the interference of radio and televisual
waves. With digital media, noise is produced by the discordance
between audio-video codes, containers and decoders, which regulate
the presentation of sound and image.3 Errors in digital sound and
the distorted formats of widescreen TVs have changed the way we
see the world and they have numbed our sense of credibility of media
reality, for the more they represent reality, the less we appreciate media
reality. Batista does not aestheticise glitch as such, but rather uses it to
construct different, but stable, glitches, for glitch is the creative force
that can not only overturn the system but also set up its laws anew.
The social value of glitch is its actual functionalism, which breaks
down the culturally ingrained barriers, what is visually narrative or
acoustically familiar. Glitch that comes about in the creative process
as a consequence of the transfer of digital data shows an open structure producing information. Glitch is not error, just like chaos is not
disorder. Glitch lays bare the signal-to-noise ratio, which is inscribed
in the technical medium. The artist understands it as something akin
to genetic mutation, which is more than deviation, for it is vital to
the evolution of species. In electronic circuits, the role of glitch can
also be performed by a virus, for it acts against the conventional use
of technology. Namely, conventions support the system of concealing
discordance, whereas viruses reveal the fundamental instability of
electronic circuits and, therefore, digital spaces.
2 Cf. Friedrich A. Kittler, Gramophone, Film, Typewriter, Stanford University Press, 1999, p. 45.
3 For instance, the performance Error Trash at the exhibition Arsenal Depo 2K9, Viba Film, 2009.
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The removal of noise in professional recording studios, which strive
to cancel out resonance, noise and drone to hear the purified “real”
image of frequency, works as repression and a flattening of the
complex physical properties of sound. Instead of the static and
unchangeable “real” sound, which would perform uniformly in all
spaces, Batista wants to establish dynamic conditions for acoustic surprises, which occur with the modulation of sound levels
and which are based on the principles of experiments and tests.
When Batista explores the properties of “real” sound, however,
he does so under his own conditions, which are not determined
by the producers of high-tech sound equipment, for he casts his
sound coils himself, for instance, for Optolyth. The “real” sound
thus becomes personal. He is interested in the abstract behaviour
of self-generative programmes, such as the visual programming
language Pure Data, which is most frequently used for algorithms
functioning in a seemingly random manner from the perspective of
the human perceptual spectrum. The use of glitch and generative
systems, which shapes the immersive noise environment, is akin to
life forms that draw energy from the information flow, for organisms emerge from discursive practices, whereby programming and
biology belong to these practices rather than the division between
live and inorganic worlds.4 The imaginary of artificial worlds forms
the heteronomy of relations, subordinations, dependencies, subjugation. Batista strives to make systems autonomous, connected
into an organic whole, for part of his exploration is aimed at doing
away with the determinacy of systems, and in so doing, it strives
to abandon the differentiation between artificial, virtual, organic
worlds, which present themselves as obstacles on the path towards
understanding the physical laws that condition the entire course
of things in information cosmology.
4 Donna Haraway, “The Promises of Monsters”, in Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson and Paula A. Treichler (eds.),
A Regenerative Politics for Inappropriate/d Others, Cultural Studies, New York, Routledge, 1992, p. 296.
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The sound choreography of the audience
In relation to the body, microrobotic machines establish a situation
in which the performer is the integral part regarding the completion
of the work. And the audience, too, is treated as an integral part
that contributes to the completion of the installation, even though
this does not concern the established responsiveness (interactivity) of
installations, but rather their openness, generativity, incompleteness
and, above all, their site-specific integration in space, in which the
bodies of the visitors change the relations between sounds in space
in a subtle manner. Initially, the artist conceived the majority of
such systems as instruments for performances, and the instruments
had the potential ability to function as self-sufficient, noise-producing units even without the artist’s body. However, more often
than not, these units remained on display in galleries as systems in
an feedback loop without a variable element, hence, they were not
alive in the proper sense of the word. The first fully alive system was
Chem:Sys:Reactor, which included the constantly changing conditions
in chemical solutions. The complex multi-directional intertwinement of nine systems was also presented in the exhibition Temporary
Objects and Hybrid Ambients [Začasni objekti in hibridni prostori] at
Koroška galerija likovnih umetnosti (KGLU).
The role of the performer is particularly decisive in those works
whose key output is a physical interface, or rather a musical instrument, which derives from the tradition of modular synthesisers.
It springs from the aspiration to broaden and personalise physical
interfaces, similar to what Nicolas Collins writes about DIY sound
electronics, that, for instance, “the usual interface – an ASCII keyboard and a mouse – is awkward, and makes the act of performing
a pretty indirect activity, like trying to hug a baby in an incubator
[…], but sometimes it’s nice to reach out and touch a sound.”5
5 Nicolas Collins, Handmade Electronic Music: The Art of Hardware Hacking, Routledge, New York, 2006, p. xiii.
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An immediate, tactile contact with DIY electronics for producing
noise and atonal sounds, which puts the body in the function of
variable resistance to electromagnetic radiation, is a key element of
Batista’s performances such as H220,6 Timing Diagrams [Časovni
diagrami],7 Optolyth,8 Bentronix,9 Siphon:Sys:Apparatus 1.1,10 with
the exception of earlier video works. The design of space is of vital
importance in these performances, and it includes not only the body
of the performer but also the bodies of the visitors, which are used as
building blocks of the performance/installation. Direct involvement
and multi-directional local and personalised listening were particularly pronounced in the performance H220 at the Škuc Gallery,
where ten members of the audience were holding loudspeakers in
their hands, where the loudspeakers had very different properties
(hi-pitch, mid-range, subwoofers) and were connected to various
output channels leading from the installation/instrument H220. The
instrument was reminiscent of an organic nervous system and also
performed the functions of an acoustic nervous system. This association with the circulation of blood and a nervous system was intensified by red LED lights, which performed the practical function
of letting the performer know which part of the system was active,
while at the same time also having an aesthetic and semantic role.
In addition to the relatively minimalist black-and-white generated
video and light effects on the music board, the artist also produced
a specific spatial, disorientating effect by arranging the loudspeakers
in space, for he envisaged a completely different sound design for
each of the loudspeakers. In the performance Timing Diagrams,
particularly in its staging at the Old Power Station (Stara elektrarna)
in 2011, the artist adopted the design of the concert hall, in which
6 See pp. 13, 14, 15, 62, 63.
7 See pp. 26, 27, 28, 29.
8 See pp. 22, 23, 24, 25.
9 See pp. 40, 41, 42, 43.
10 The instrument Siphon:Sys:Apparatus 1.1 was presented for the first time in a performance within the
exhibition Hybrid Frequencies (Hibridne frekvence), Zero Gallery, Berlin, 2010. URL: http://www.zero-project.
org/transmediale10.html.
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video mapping occupied the bulk of space that is usually inhabited
by the orchestra. The performer/soloist was sitting on the left with a
modular variation of a DIY electronic cello, while the programmer
and co-artist Boštjan Čadež-Fšk was operating the generative video
as an organist sitting on far right. By exploring such formats, the
artist investigates the expressive possibilities of fully conventional
ways of conveying music. At one level, Batista still uses the body in
a way that could be corroborated with the notion of technological
prosthesis of the body; however, in relation to his subsequent setups,
especially the attempts to emancipate individual installations, it is
possible to argue that they are instances of an organic connection
between the body and the machine. In contrast to the performatively
oriented works, Chem:Sys:Reactor11 works without the human factor,
for the function of the variable, which is indispensable in this artist’s
work, has been delegated to chemical compounds.
I wonder what the message might be of the body performing the
function of a component of an electronic circuit. The body becomes
a code, which hacks the system and follows the motto “programme
or be programmed”.12 The body opens the machine and builds into
it a biological element. Therefore, the performer is not just an instrumentalist driving the machine from the outside; rather, he becomes
part of it. He establishes a visual and functional relation between the
machine and its interface, while his body is placed in an incubator
that, in agreement with the DIY ethics, renders all components of
the system visible; it does not enclose or conceal electronics, but
rather opens up and allows a space in-between. The artist always
renders the form open, indeterminate, incomplete and dynamic,
allowing variability and interaction. While explicit social critique
is not always discernible in his installations, it is always present in
the very method of construction and use.
11 The installation was produced by the Aksioma Institute, 2012. Web link: http://www.aksioma.org/reaktor/
index_slo.html.
12 Douglas Rushkoff, Program or Be Programmed: Ten Commands for a Digital Age, OR Books, New York, 2010.
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Affecting the audience’s perception, the dramaturgy of performances
and audio-visual installations renders the listeners active and not
passive receivers of sound. It uses sonority determined by the point
of listening in relation to the position of loudspeakers. Dispersed
soundscapes and multi-directional sound signals determine the directions of the audience’s listening and movement in space, spatial
organisation and the perceptual spectrum, which is determined
by social relations and which thwarts or confirms normative ways
of receiving acoustic outputs. The choreography of the spectator is
based on the exploration and development of sound elements and,
at the same time, it develops the artist’s interest in treating the
reception of the setup in a circular manner, in contrast to linear
communication, which was still present in the artist’s early works,
when he performed as a DJ, for instance, in the performance Hybrid
Audio-Mechanical Machines [Hibridne zvočno-mehanične mašine]13
at the Kapelica Gallery in 2010. At first, the artist appropriated the
established modes of presentation in the direction from the artist
to the audience, whereas today this communication does not take
place in a linear way but rather in several directions, in a concentric
or pointed, dispersed manner. Sound is not total, but rather fragmented, which prompts the listener to move in space or to experience
fragments of the entire composition. When objectivity is omitted,
all views that are part of the multiverse14 of things become equally
important. Communication between individual elements thus no
longer exists as a conflict between individual sources of noise, but
rather as a landscape with a multi-directional logic.
Bodily, material and physical laws, the layout of sound sources in
space and the movement of the visitors are key, for the architecture
of sound is not hidden in a software patch but rather made visible.
13 See p. 12.
14 The notion of multiverse (or multi-universe) denotes parallel worlds in quantum cosmology. I am using the term
metaphorically, to point to the differentiation between a unified (universal) and a multi-layered (multiversal)
view.
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The entire space thus becomes an interface for the sound patch.
The intention of such an intervention into space is psychoacoustic;
it determines the phonomenological and topological position of the
listener (H220).
The techno-sublime in DIY electronics
The sublime, as a concept of aesthetics, is elevated above the sheer
perception of the beautiful and it denotes the sentiment between
pleasure and pain. In contemporary art, the role of the sublime
belongs, above all, to technology that produces the so-called techno-sublime15 and, elevated above the beautiful, transpires as an intense experience for the viewer involved in an art event. The tension
of the experience of Marko Batista’s microrobotic machines is the
product of an almost invisible technological revolution,16 which takes
place in art studios, living rooms, garages, media labs and ad hoc fab
labs.17 In the 21st century, when a billion of people have access to
high-tech equipment, the initial enthusiasm for technology, which
was bound to ever new and ever more efficient gadgets, has come
to an end. We have reached the point where the DIY community,
with joint forces and persistent activities against the closed-source
system, has developed open operating systems and software tools
to such a degree of stability that we can perform uninterruptedly
all functions of closed systems without any unwanted collapse. At
the same time, because of better access to information, the fear of
15 The term techno-sublime has been attributed to Kittler’s work Gramophone, Film, Typewriter by the
interpreters of Kittler’s media theory, even though the author himself does not use precisely this term; rather,
Kittler talks about technology that, due to mechanical reproduction, causes “the boundaries of the body, death
and lust, leave the most indelible traces” (Kittler, Gramophone, Film, Typewriter, Stanford, Stanford University
Press, 1999, p. 55).
16 On account of my conversation with Luka Zagoričnik, I must admit a certain measure of immoderate optimism
regarding the meanings produced by the DIY community; for the latter, too, uses electronic components
produced, on the one hand, by corporations and, on the other hand, by the underpaid and exploited labour force
in East-Asia. In this context, the DIY community faces a similar paradox as the ecological movement.
17 A fab lab is a smaller workshop offering (individual) production of digital elements.
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invasive technologies, changing behavioural and cultural patterns
in society, has numbed; now, it is limited to the level of political
and corporative manipulation of data, while it has disappeared, to
a large extent, from the level of society and culture. The time has
come when the DIY community is slowly moving from the field of
constructing the basic functions of open-source systems and programmes to the field of interfaces and hardware. Compared to the
former, the latter is even more effective at the epistemological and
semiotic levels, for it is interfaces, above all, that determine the system of categorisations, which has by now developed to the level of
hypertextuality. In turn, artists, such as Batista, as well as theorists
are developing systems in which – with purposeful glitch, circuit
bending and the introduction of chemical and organic elements into
electronic circuits – they expand the limits of interface outputs and
hardware functions. With its dynamic interfaces, Batista’s work contributes towards the critique of conventions, which encourages the
replacement of established screen format, the sequence of letters on
the keyboard, the layout of buttons on the mouse, menus, browsers,
applications, to change radically the mode of using computers and
technological tools. The basic building blocks of the artist’s media installations and audio-visual performances are based on open-source,
free hardware and software, which generate unpredictable situations,
glitches in the transmission of image, noisy sound effects at the edge
of all meanings. Electronic and digital transmissions of this kind
are metaphors for the information processes that take place in the
post-information age, when the machines, using the analysis of the
semantic tools of web 3.0, sometimes know individuals even better
than their fellow human beings do. The production of DIY sound
transmitters is an anti-consumerist gesture based on simple, cheap
and unstable electronic systems, which makes possible open use and
access for the DIY community as well as the gallery audience. The
former uses and upgrades practical results, while the latter consumes
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an extremely different version of technological products; instead
of generic products, it experiences all the ugliness and beauty, the
pleasure and pain of DIY sounds and electronics. This is a rejection
of the existing systems and processes, which would depend on the
established social structures; for the sensitive individual experiences
the greatest unease precisely when facing shiny corporative goods,
which are the product of careful market and psychological assessments, for they prescribe desires, results and modes of application
in advance.
Their instincts tell them to rebel against this “obedient” mode in which
artists – like everyone else – are pushed into continually buying, from
ever-growing corporations, the latest computer and the latest software
packages and then spending a vast number of hours learning how to use
them. There’s an inescapable love–hate ambivalence about working as
an artist with hightechnology tools.18
Batista prefers to use this time for the exploration of electronic
circuits, learning about the physical properties of sound and other
laws of physics and chemistry. The building blocks of his systems
are based on a logic that is part of alternative DIY, dynamic systems.
While doing so, he forms a hypothesis about (computer) hardware,
which will be infinitely more efficient and will have lower consumption, a specific purpose and an open system, which would stimulate
heterogeneity and personal contact with systems, in contrast to
uniform systems, which develop generic interfaces. Two products
of this revolution are the Raspberry Pi computer and the Arduino
microcontroller, which Batista integrates into his works. However,
the greatest part of the electronic skeleton of microrobotic machines
is based on smaller and less complete derivatives of this technological movement. Even though such systems by no means affect the
18 Collins, Handmade Electronic Music, op. cit., pp. xi–xii.
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changing of economic relations directly, they do raise consciousness,
which encourages thinking that differs from the self-evident tracks
of the current consumerist relations of capital.
Batista does not juxtapose the slick design of consumer goods with
a trashy appearance and accumulated electronic components, which
– in the work of some DIY electronic artists and in some hacking
practices in art installations – create the impression that they come
from bulky waste collection and that they deliberately assume a
post-apocalyptic, steam-punk or trashy appearance; even though
Batista took his first steps in the field of art as a member of the
KLON:ART collective, skater, and noise and graffiti artist, I recognise a different visual matrix in his installations and instruments for
producing noise – a matrix that departs from the street appearance
and comes closer to the gallery context. He first subjects his works
to the demand for functionalism, regardless of the eventual glitches that he introduces into the circuit purposefully. Another, but
equally important tendency is the establishment of visual relations
between the elements that he introduces into the instrument like
a painter constructing an assemblage. He takes into account the
relations between colours, lines and surfaces. The third requirement
is to take architecture into account by measuring the spectrum of
resonance in space, which dictates the direction of the sources of
sound, or rather, of the resonators, in the dramaturgical design of
the performance and the choreography of the audience as well as in
the lighting design, which produces a formally complete, dramatic,
and yet unspectacular and almost chamber work – such as in the
setup of the work Bentronix19 at the exhibition Temporal Objects and
Hybrid Ambients – even out of the smallest prototypes. At the level
of structure and mutual relations between individual elements in
installations, which can function either as autonomous self-generative setups or as instruments with which the artist connects during
19 Produced by the Kapelica Gallery, 2011. Web link: http://www.kapelica.org/#event=419.
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the performance, they are placed in rhizomatic relations that affect
one another in a system of feedback loop.
In the context of DIY practices, it seems unbelievable how quickly the role of the user has changed. In the early era of personal
computers and the web, users were the active members of a smaller group of digital enthusiasts, who rummaged through software
codes and wielded soldering irons and screwdrivers. Today, they
are limited to the passive role of consumers, who support the system of closed-source distribution of knowledge, while they have
been made completely equal to the computer as such, for they can
both be reprogrammed. Batista is an active user of technologies.
Excited about computers, digital technologies and electronics, he
expresses his discontent with the established (user) interfaces. He is
trying to abandon the sphere of self-evident application of digital
technologies and to conceive this system by means of visual tools.
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Marko Batista’s works can be entered into in various ways; this text
is an attempt to enter through sound, by listening and following
sound, through which some key concepts of his creativity transpire
as sounds and noises. In my article on Marko Batista’s work Hybrid
Audio-Mechanical Machines [Hibridne zvočno-mehanične mašine,
2010]1 in Delo,2 I characterised his work as, among other things,
contemporary techno – a label designating a semantically dispersed
field of diverse practices at the intersections of contemporary art and
diverse sound practices in the field of music, which converge in the
field of sound art, in the space between contemporary museum,
galleries and club culture. The label occurred to me prematurely,
and it was based on previous experiences with Batista’s work, which
transpired at the collective level of the Klon:Art collective based
on the specificity of his own independent creative path. Contemporary techno refers, above all, to a specific sound milieu that has
marked the last two decades of our audio-musical landscape and
which Marko Batista’s works have deconstructed and repositioned
in various contexts right from the beginning. Between 1998 and
2005, the Klon:Art collective crossed the context of techno culture
(and its fellow experience of club and urban street culture, from
hip-hop, dub, graffiti, collage to video) radically with experiences
of contemporary art, and, as a distinctive form of resistance, it
subverted techno culture on its own turf and with its own means –
music, image, performative gesture and manifesto-like nature. As
a collective experience, Klon:Art was a distinctive radicalisation
of the concept of remix, which cut loudly into the uniformity and
linearity of techno in its club incarnation, as a transposition to the
context of contemporary art. This transfer of the aesthetics of urban
culture to the context of art turned out to be a subversion, yet also a
drawback, considering the effects introduced by the collective into
1 See p. 12.
2 Luka Zagoričnik, “Sodobna tehno kultura skozi glasbo”, Delo, 22 March 2010, p. 9.
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club spaces. Namely, the subversive nature of relations gets dispersed
during the transposition to the gallery space and it can quickly end
up in the insufficiently reflected field of merely relational aesthetics.
This relation is the relation of tension, which is established between
spaces and the contexts traversing them, the line that is dominant
today and, at the same time, problematic in the relation between
popular culture and contemporary art. These spaces produce new
spaces, which I call intermediate spaces. In his own vocabulary,
Marko Batista has dubbed them hybrid ambients. He continuously
positions himself within them and, in his works and performances,
he creates spaces in space. These are not simply multi-sensory spaces
in a typical multimedia quilt, but rather careful discernments and
establishments of singular spaces, which establish themselves and
disintegrate time and again in between firmness and fluidity. Via
these spaces, the context of techno disintegrates; it gets interrogated;
it traverses spaces; it gets incarnated in processes, dislocated objects,
performances, interventions, DIY electronics, noise and uproar; it
eradicates and re-establishes information about the space in between
signal and noise. If Batista proceeded from collective experience,
which – via dispersal of information in the context of multimedia art
– resulted from joint authorship, the collective and the anonymity of
the individual, he has transposed part of this experience to his own,
individual creativity. Of course, the authorial note is explicit here
and it is reflected in the research process, in which it traverses the
experiences of art and science, which merge in the established systems, processes, hybrid objects/installations, audio and audio-visual
performances, and micro-robotic machines. At the same time, it is
present through the concept of works. However, the paradoxical
nature of Batista’s authorship lies in the dispersal of information, the
intertwining, overlapping and total interpenetration of individual
pieces of information. These diverse pieces of information – from
image, object, systems and mechanisms to sound – are multifaceted
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and polysemous, and they reveal themselves in the transparency of
his mechanisms and systems; they reveal themselves and let the eye
and the ear follow them; they are imprinted in the object, yet, at
the same time, they exceed it; they imprint it into space, in which
they resonate, pulsate, and transpire as sounds and noises.
On the one hand, Batista embodies extreme precision by means of
the refined aesthetics of his objects; on the other hand, he disembodies them and erases their traceability. The key element in these
processes is sound, not only in his more emphatically performative
shows – such as the audio-visual interventions into public space in
the shows with Boštjan Čadež (FŠK), the intermedia performances
Timing Diagrams [Časovni diagrami, 2013],3 the shows with the Indonesian noise artist Venzo Christo, the performative works Optolyth
[Optolit, 2013]4 and H22O (2010)5 – but also in the installations,
which sometimes work as self-generating machines, sound sculptures
(Chem:Sys:Reactor, 2012), 6 in which the wired processes imprint
into space the discerning structures, such as sound loops, which,
however, are always criss-crossed by disturbances and malfunctions
in the system. In this way, they are always, even in their most refined form (for instance, as ambient audio designs or in the form
of contemporary electronic music), in the field of noise, in the field
of establishing and splintering information. In relation to Batista’s
performance Error Trash v. 1.3 (2008),7 I wrote:
Error Trash v. 1.3, an audio-visual project based on the incompleteness
of the transmission of information, data, their interruptions, concealment, distortion at their destination to the receiver via connectors,
interfaces and wireless communication networks in the web of digital
technology. The disruptiveness and breakdowns lie at the heart of noise
3
4
5
6
7

See pp. 26, 27, 28, 29.
See pp. 22, 23, 24, 25.
See pp. 13, 14, 15, 62, 63.
See pp. 19, 21, 44, 45, 46, 47.
See p. 10.
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(and contemporary electronic music) as a distinctive sound aesthetics,
which has been emerging as a genre since the late 1970s. If noise is
interpreted as a cut and a disturbance, we put in a counterposition to
music; however, it is precisely through its placement in a genre form
that it reappears in music as a peculiar type of deconstruction. In this
context, we can consider the present performance as a performance of
contemporary noise music, which – despite all cuts and interruptions,
the distortion of (visual and audio) information, or the use of “trash”
and malfunctions – still has a distinctive logic in the multifaceted,
intense, occasionally aggressive sound tissue (the sound loops, the deep
bass frequencies, the interruptions, the growing drone, the dynamic intervals of meandering distorted noises, the pop melody, the announcer’s
voice, the sections of dub music…) Here, the concealment, the distortion
of information is revealing rather than concealing; namely, it reveals
the fact that malfunctions are impressed, or integrated, in the very
information, while Batista emphasises them in the creative process (in
real time) and confronts us with the fact that noise is always present,
always lurking in the background, and with this confrontation, he
gives it meaning in the overall structure. For their expression, noise
performances often use excessive density of information, while Batista has decided, unorthodoxly, to break it down and, in so doing, he
has transcended the established genre form, while he has also raised
a number of interesting questions regarding the relationship between
technology and communication systems, which today, paradoxically,
themselves produce the saturation of everyday with images and sounds
that can work as noise.8
This is where the engagement of Batista’s work can be found, the
engagement that creates tension out of the orderliness of objects
and the carefully created mechanisms and systems, tension between
order and chaos, which is best embodied precisely through sound.
8 Luka Zagoričnik, “Hrup povsod okoli nas”, Delo, 24 May 2008, p. 17.
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Uproar, or noise, is pure potentiality, a dispersed field of lines of
force, which is always in the process of establishment and disintegration, a constitutive disruption in the creation and breaking
down of the semantic structure, which it transcends and evades
at the same time. It is a simultaneously creative and destructive
force and, thus, a key moment in Batista’s transitory and unstable
systems, which evade the traceability of their transparent structure.
The transparency present in his works, the element of the unconcealedness of the medium, which traverses the suspiciousness of the
medium in the discourse of contemporary multimedia art through
sound, space and time, disintegrates and creates a new entity. An
entity that, in Batista’s work, is never limited to the production of
ambient, something for which many works in the field of sound
art are reproached today. Here, we encounter a peculiar transparent
non-transparency of sound. It does not occur merely through the
dispersal and resonance in space, when colliding with bodies and
objects, which is an increasingly important element in Batista’s work,
but rather in the very process, at the heart of the object, in its circuits,
systems and mechanisms. In this way, however, the very structure
of the sound arc is demolished and re-established, even though it
occasionally makes use of “traditional” patterns, from sound loops
to the effects of echo and delay, and all the way to the artefacts
and media of popular culture and music, such as loudspeakers and
sound systems,9 which have been entering Batista’s horizon more
forcefully over the past few years and which, thus, not only reflect
his current creativity, but also connect him to the past all the way
back to Klon:Art. The installation Acid:Lab Sound Station (2013), for
instance, ties him – in terms of content – to the Jamaican culture of
sound systems, reggae music and the studio dissection of the soundstuff of dub, to the sound alchemy, which re-contextualises, remixes,
9 Sound system refers to a historical form, which emerged in the 1950s in Jamaica within the frame of ska,
rocksteady, reggae and dub music and culture, while today it resonates, first and foremost, in contemporary
electronic music club practices.
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re-establishes and emphasises the rhythm. Batista integrates noise,
too, in this context, as a constitutive part of his sound-stuff, which
he establishes and deconstructs simultaneously, subverting its form
and context while at the same time referring to it and maintaining
its key elements. If we listen to Batista through sound, we transcend
the relation between technology and art and, at the same time, we
enter the field of popular culture, the problematic intersection of
pop music and art. Its problematic nature is already revealed in my
text about the already mentioned work Hybrid Audio-Mechanical
Machines (2010) in Delo:
In his performance entitled Hybrid Audio-Mechanical Machines, Slovenian multimedia artist Marko Batista used the medium of sound to
embody the intertwinement of wires, digital technology, mechanisms
and mechanical transmissions of various sound signals, torn between
the signification of signal and noise and the lack thereof, through which
he opened up the milieu of contemporary techno culture in a hybrid
technological manner (the fusion of mechanics, electronics and, last
but not least, art, in this case contemporary electronic music with a
minimalist visual component of undulating, steadily pulsating lines).
This milieu manifested itself as repetition and differentiation, both at
the level of sound as such and at the level of discerning meaning outside
sound, roughly, as a vulgar and all too typical outline of contemporary
techno culture (and this, in my opinion, is the key weakness of this performance), contemplated primarily through music, in which Batista, of
course, instilled an experimental moment through his conceptualisation
of machines; however, unfortunately, he abandoned this moment in form
and yielded to the established patterns of contemporary electronic music,
akin to work by older contemporaries, such as Carsten Nicolai, Ryoji
Ikeda and others. While the latter, in the breaking of information, are
adorned with the rough, cold and sharply immediate purity of sound,
Batista here moulds different signals into an audaciously driven, but
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all too predictable repetitive pulse, layered through numerous noises
and shaded, dispersed sounds (by means of delay and echo), which can
be related to the tradition of contemporary ambient music as well as to
the reflection on the studio manipulation of the Jamaican tradition of
dub integrated in the contemporary milieu of techno music.10
This text establishes a relation between form and noise, predominantly through the prism of music. Through it, we can draw a line
connecting Marko Batista’s work with the line stretching from Paul
D. Miller aka DJ Spooky, That Subliminal Kid (connection to dub,
concepts of remix between art and popular culture, and processes
of decontextualisation), Brian Eno (ambient music and self-generativity) to the artists associated with the record label and platform
Raster-noton (sound in multimedia dimension and distilled aesthetics). Batista shares a number of conceptual and aesthetic premises
with these artists. At the same time, this observation needs to be
broadened. By creating unstable systems and his own interfaces,
Batista fits into the experimental field of DIY electronics as well as
electronic and electroacoustic music, following David Tudor, Nicolas
Collins and his contemporary Tarek Atoui, while, at the same time,
he also enters the field of the tradition of industrial music and its
extreme in the shape of noise and the field of contemporary subversions and revelations of technology and the supply of processes with
sound. However, this extended line is still much too short. While
Batista can be situated in the field of music by dint of his work’s
performative aspect, his creativity must first be positioned in the
context of sound art as an emphatically heterogeneous and topical
field of art, through which sound as a medium enters the field of
contemporary art and, only once there, creates and writes its own
history. This is sound that vibrates, resonates in space, bounces off
and impresses itself in objects and bodies, which are thus marked,
10 Luka Zagoričnik, “Sodobna tehno kultura skozi glasbo”, Delo Vol. 52, No. 66 (22 March 2010), p. 9.
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mapped, coordinated and disciplined, while the sound carries utterly
changeable, dispersed meanings. Sound has no frame, and yet we
keep trying to frame it, to restrain it. The acoustic art of sound ruminates not only through its physical presence, through the sound
of vibration, but also as text, concept, as context. What characterises
these contemporary renditions is the fact that they discern sound in
various contexts, on the one hand through gesture and performance,
body and voice, technology and medium, and on the other hand
in silent arts, through text, image, object. In this way, inevitably,
sound enters a broader, topically social, semantic context. And it is
through this reading and understanding of sound art that we should
follow Marko Batista’s creative work.
In his work Temporary Objects and Hybrid Ambients [Začasni objekti
in hibridni prostori, 2014],11 an assemblage of seven works in a new,
dispersed spatio-temporal entity, sound is at last situated in space and
thus given dimensions that traverse and transcend the limitations
of media, objects, images and processes as well as spaces as such.
In so doing, Batista diffuses further their already dispersed sound
matrix and he creates new, pervasive, transient ambients. These
ambients are paradoxical spaces of entering and, at the same time,
exiting his multimedia works, liminal spaces that enter our bodies,
which resonate and pulsate with them and within them in the play
of frequencies. This is an entanglement of lines of force, which
precede structure while proceeding from it and which pass through
us at the level of affect and thus precede articulation while only just
opening up the space for it. And this is also the point at which our
consideration of Marko Batista’s work comes full circle and brings
us to the beginning, to the peculiar sound loop that says that sound
in contemporary techno culture functions in a similar way.

11 See pp. 76-83.
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